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‘Liggy’ nickname….a mystery?
Rhys Bryant enquired into the origin of the nickname ‘Liggy’ in TOD 28, which he
recalled was associated with Mike Davies, International tennis stalwart who died
recently. A number of TOD readers have been in touch including Larry Owen, Graham
Davies and former Deputy Headmistress Babara Palmer, who joined the school when
senior girls from Llwyn y Bryn moved to Dynevor. Barbara recalls the Davies brothers
Mike and Leighton from her childhood in Brynmill when the nickname ‘Liggy’ was well
known, but belonged to sibling Leighton rather than Mike!!!

DIOLCH YN FAWR IAWN!
A very big thank you again to Jeff
Humphreys for successfully
editing TOD over the last six
editions and best wishes on his
relocation to the North East….. if
you have an interest in editing
the magazine or joining an
editorial team please get in touch
with ODA Secretary
Phill
Davies ……………….

The contribution made by Jim
Waygood in the production of TOD
and the development of the ODA
website was recognised at the ODA
Annual Dinner in April. Jim who is
standing down from the committee,
was warmly thanked for his support
of the association over many years
and liaison with UWTSD in
particular.

Presentation to Jim Waygood at
the Annual Dinner. 8th April 2016
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Working for Fun in
Eire 1996-2007
by Tony O’Kane
Carrigaholt is a village the size of Port
Eynon with five pubs, a general store,
school, PO and Health Centre in Co. Clare
on the west coast of Ireland. The small Health Centre was run by Muiread (nurse)
and Dr. Conor Hanrahan.
Tony O’Kane ( right ) attended Dynevor in 1962/63 to complete an A level Physics course before
medical training at St. Bartholomew’s and General Practice over 35 years in Swansea, at Sketty
and Killay Surgery.

The practice patient numbers were 329 and surgeries ran from 10.30 to midday.
My own group practice in Killay cared for 20,000 patients, opened at 8.00 and
closed at 18.00. I generally saw around fifty people a day, including a half dozen or
more new calls and more follow ups. We had a 'Practice Agreement' that after 25
years commitment to The Practice we could take three months leave of absence
on full pay. I opted for a month’s leave of absence in addition to my annual leave
for three years. This time off led to the joy of practising medicine in rural Ireland. I
had written to the Health Boards in the West of Ireland offering my services and
only had a single response. That response was from Conor who described his
practice and finished by saying “you will love my patients”, and how I did! This
sole response led to the joy of following Conor and his expanding family around
the west coast. Originally I covered his work for two weeks and stayed another
week to work for his pal, George, in nearby Kilkee whilst living with Conor in
Carrigaholt. The village is wonderful, rural and beautiful with the amazing
peninsula Loop Head, stretching its high cliffs out into the Atlantic. The bird life
and sea life are as good as you can get in Europe. The patients were mostly very
healthy and landlords were the icing on the cake.
Conor asked how I had enjoyed the work and I told him it was like Valhalla. He
said he wasn't likely to stay for long because... “What is there for a young man in
such isolation”? The next year I returned to cover him during his honeymoon,
after marrying Helen. They then moved to Roundstone, her family village and I
worked for two weeks each time they had an offspring which was virtually every
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year for four years. Conemarra is equally stunning as a coast line with The Twelve
Bens (mountains) in the background and the lovely market town of Clifden
nearby.
Soon Conor was on the move again in the early 2000s to
get a better education for his four children. He moved to his own home town of
Ennis, back in Clare. I told him I didn't want to work in a Group practice which was
similar to my own work in Killay/Sketty. He rang back to ask if I would like to work
for his friends, on the Aran Islands, which I was delighted to say yes to. These
islands lie well out in Galway Bay and are a stronghold of Irish culture. They are
very very beautiful, if you love wild isolation and history. Initially I worked the little
islands for two fortnights over two years. These are situated a few miles off Doolin
in north Clare, the larger island is Inisheer and the smaller island, Inishmaan. They
are both accessible by ferry and flights. There are a couple of hundred inhabitants
on the larger island and under a hundred on the smaller. Gaelic is the mother
tongue and certainly used as the first language on the smaller island which makes
consultations and diagnosis tricky for a 'foreigner'.
My last locum in Eire was in 2007 when I worked the big island Inishmore,
off the south of the county of Galway with a population of a little under
2,000 and about 600 visitors a day, during the tourist season. This work was
a different ball game and more like MASH with only one surgery a week but,
through the day, head injuries, dog bites, fractured limbs, coronaries,
meningitis and ruptured aneurysm, often being moved off the island by
ferry, or helicopter. Most of these were the European visitors. It was at this
point I realized it was time for me to call it a day in this beautiful
environment.
I now visit Conor, Helen and their lovely children during
restful breaks in Ireland.

http://www.facebook.com/OldDyvorianAssociation

Twitter: (@DynevorSchool)
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Rededication
7th April 2016
Former staff members, friends and
Old Dy’vorians met at the UWTSD
Dynevor Campus for the
rededication of the school war
memorial following the adding of
the names of four former pupils,
recently discovered, who were lost in service, two from each World War. Percy
Mesquitta (SMS 1906), became a regular soldier and was killed at Gallipoli in May
1915. Oswald Lewis (SMS 1907) died in France in July 1916 with the Royal Fusiliers.
In September 1939 Ernest Stapleton (SMS 1928) and William Stanley Vickery (Dyn
1934) were lost at sea following U-Boat attacks.
L to R : Dr. Ian Walsh, Rev. Lionel Hopkins MBE and Selwyn Walters

Old Dy’vorian Rev. Lionel Hopkins MBE (1960-67) conducted the service of remembrance
including the reading of the Roll of Honour and laying of a wreath, assisted by Dr. Ian
Walsh, Dean of Art and Design and outgoing ODA President Selwyn Walters. Mrs.
Maureen Hounsell was a special guest at the rededication marking the singular effort of
her late husband George Hounsell in establishing the memorial at the school in 1961. ( A
WW1 memorial erected in 1921 was destroyed in the blitz over Swansea in February
1941).
The following day the plaque was returned to
its location on the Dynevor staircase from the
schoolyard along with the ceremonial wreath.
The ODA is indebted to the University both for
inscribing the additional names and for the
arrangements for the rededication. It proved
to be a most moving occasion and fitting
tribute to the ninety seven former pupils of the
school who were lost.
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The Tale of the Exploding Cake
By Peter Hopkins (1948-1953)
One morning in the sixties the postman arrived at the Customs and Excise Waterguard
Office at Swansea Docks bearing amongst other items of mail a small oblong parcel
addressed :
To: The Members of a Well Known Government Department,
Pier Head, Kings Dock, Swansea.
The postmark was practically indecipherable except for the letters ‘ ---een’. At the time
security awareness was not what it is today but we were certainly suspicious. Was it
from Ireland ? Could it be a bomb?
I placed the item outside the building in a bucket of sand and informed the police. They
advised that I deliver the package to the Central Police Station in Alexandra Road, there
it was to be deposited in a safe and bagged shelter in the station yard to await the
arrival of the Bomb Squad from Hereford. As requested I took the item to town in the
official car, in hindsight I think this action on my part was at best naive, at worst a very
foolish thing to do.
Later that day my colleague Cyril Davies from Newton, who I believe was an Old
Dy’vorian also, arrived at the office to commence his 2pm to 10pm shift. The tale of
the suspect package was related to him, “I know exactly what that is” he said and with
much hilarity the mystery unravelled. Some months previously a BP Tanker Company
Purser from Aberdeen (remember ‘-een ‘on the postmark) celebrated his wedding.
He was a regular visitor to the port and we knew him well. To mark his special day a few
of us clubbed together and purchased a Welsh carved love spoon to give him and his
new wife. Cyril duly posted
the gift to the happy couple
and inscribed the greeting
card with the words:
“Best Wishes from the
Members of a Well Known
Government Department in
Swansea. Send Us a Piece
of Cake”.
Peter Hopkins bottom
right - Swansea Docks
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”I hope they haven’t
blown up our bloody cake” said
Cyril as he hotfooted to the
Police Station. Thankfully the
confection was retrieved just in
time, much to the consternation
of the constabulary who hid
behind sand bags whilst Cyril
opened the parcel!
BP House Magazine- P. Hopkins

ODA Dinner and other event photographs available from:
Rob Mitchell www.facebook.com/pages/Penumbra-Photography

Diary Date: Balconiers Day, 4th August 2016 at St. Helen’s Ground on the 2nd
day Glamorgan V Northants. Further details from Organiser: Ken Sharpe
ken.sharpe@btinternet.com

What a Racquet!

01432 359990

by Brian James (1958-1965)

The article in TOD28 by Jeff Humphreys about Mike Davies, “It all began at
Cwmdonkin”, brought back fond memories. We certainly did spend many hours at
the park playing tennis—not necessarily with the quality of Mike but definitely with
a passion and competitiveness. Jeff was one of the first players I remember that
used a double-handed technique on both forehand and backhand.
He told me it was because of weak wrists but I know that it was to make it harder
for me to determine the direction of his next shot—he never had any problem with
weak wrists when it came to hitting a cricket ball.
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We spent hours on the tennis courts. I would even pay to go on the court to
practice serving if Jeff or others were late to arrive. One box of balls had to last the
whole season—marked with a red dot to keep track when they inevitably strayed
onto adjacent courts. There was not much left of those balls by the end of the
summer.

Rear: Tom James
Front from l to r : Mark Hancock, Rod Hurst, Brian James (note the scruffy tennis shoes
courtesy of many hours on the red ash at Cwmdonkin Park), John Peregrine, and Will Holt.

Our love of tennis led some of us to request the option of playing tennis during
games period. Rather than going to the “Ganges” we took the bus up to Mayhill
Park and played tennis instead. This, in turn, led to the formation of a school tennis
team and I remember playing matches in 1963, 1964, and 1965. When we needed a
member of staff to be responsible for the team, my father volunteered. He and Jeff
Hopkins kept us on the straight and narrow. I can remember no detail of the 1963
season (no drugs involved—just a loss of any records), but in 1964 the team only
won three of their six fixtures. The comment in the School Magazine at the time
was that the “strength of the opposition was, however, greater than had been
encountered in previous seasons”. In 1965, the team lost to Neath Grammar School
but won against Glanafan, Kenfig Hill and Glanmor, the latter being the only girls’
school played (a quite enjoyable match – though some of the young ladies were
rather distracted by Mark Hancock’s flowing locks and questions about choice of
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shampoo and conditioner). Entry to the sixth form brought with it an introduction to
another racquet sport—badminton—played in the lower and upper levels of the
school gymnasium. The badminton club had been in existence for many years
before my first exposure to the sport in 1962. Graham Gregory helped and advised
many players over the years. I remember him telling a group of us that, while we
had grasped the basics, we needed to develop more finesse. It was not unusual to
see newcomers swishing racquets and hitting nothing but air—that feather was so
elusive. We didn’t generally play with feather shuttlecocks but with plastic ones.
When in trouble, the tactic in the Dynevor gym was to hit the beam above your
opponents to obtain a let so that the point would be replayed. Real finesse was to
hit the shuttlecock through the gap between beams—causing your opponents to
think that there might be a let—one or two heated discussions took place on
occasion, about whether the shuttlecock hit the beam or not. This didn’t work
when the School Team played at venues where there was considerably greater
ceiling height—gauging the trajectory of the shuttle from much greater height was a
new experience for the Dynevor team members. In 1963, the team lost away to
Bishop Gore but beat them in the return fixture at Dynevor (I’m sure they had
difficulty getting used to the reduced height available). Additional victories came
away at Neath and the Swansea College of Further Education. Badminton was so
popular in 1963 that there were over twenty members of the club and it was
possible, for the first time ever, to form a Second Team.
I now live in a country where badminton is a backyard game (not a sport) to be
played while enjoying a good barbeque and a cool adult beverage (yes, contrary to
popular belief, there is REAL beer in the USA—a recent development, as it took a
few years living here before I discovered Anchor Steam beer in San Francisco and no
longer had to suffer with the “yellow fizzy stuff”.)
[A PhD in Metallurgy from UMISIT led Brian into R&D in the West Midlands before
emigrating to the USA with his family in 1981, and spending 32 years working with a lowalloy steel metal powders company. Brian and Elaine live in Cinnaminson,NJ]

“Among Some Swansea Schoolboys 1914-1919” a history of the early years of
the school was published in 2015 as a tribute to those lost in WW1. A similar
work in tribute to the former pupils lost in the second war is being researched
and any recollections, family history, photographs etc. would be of great
interest……please contact Tudor Price or Phill Davies if you can help.
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https://www.facebook.com/49

Annual Dinner-Fulton House 8th April
2016 Guest Speaker –Brian Williams
Emeritus Professor of Petroleum
Geology, University of Aberdeen
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Annual Association
Golf Day - 2016
by Peter Samuel - Organiser
Not only were we blessed with good weather,
but we were also blessed with a very good
turnout for our annual golf day which took place
at Clyne Golf Club on 8th April. This year 28
golfers took part, several of whom had travelled
from various parts of the country. But one, Roddy Evans was visiting from Texas!!
Kelvin Howells (left) Overall Winner
After a shared breakfast and get together in the
clubhouse, golfers took to the course, playing in
teams of four, to battle for the Peter Saword Claret
Jug, which was presented to The Association in his
memory by Peter’s sister. The ups and downs of the
course, together with the animals and gorse bushes,
proved to be a difficult test of skills. However, after
four and a half hours of battle, the golfers finally
returned to the clubhouse to be greeted by our new
President Ted Nield, who had joined us to present the prizes.
Phil
Gavey
(l)

Overall Winner: Kelvin Howells
Team Winners: Kelvin Howells, Peter
Clement, Robert Howells and Peter Samuel
Longest Drive: John Hollis
Nearest the Pin: Phil Gavey
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An interview with the President!
Dr. Ted Nield (1967-1974)
Ted Nield was installed as President of the Old Dy’vorian Association at the ODA
dinner on 8th April 2016.
Ted kindly responded to questions about his time at the school and the career
which followed:
Was Dynevor your first choice? And if so, why?
Yes. Most boys in Sketty wanted to go to Bishop Gore. I didn’t. In those days
everyone’s main objective in the Great Grammar School Place Allocation Lottery
was - avoid Penlan. With everyone from Sketty wanting BG, I felt that applying to
Dynevor would be more
likely to get me my first
choice! I also preferred the
blazer and the motto.
First memories?
Buying the kit. Wildings for
uniform; apron for wood
and metalwork; and kits for
games and gym. Someone
up the road handed me
down their son’s rugby shirt (with disastrous consequences).
I hardly knew the
difference between rugby and soccer, and had never played rugby - or watched
either game, even on TV. Sport was a closed book in my house, along with other
things my father disapproved of, like Monopoly, advertising, pop music, ITV, religion
and Disney.
First day? Meeting Barney Norris ‘in character’ as headmaster for the first time. I
have never been so terrified in my life. As we sat in the hall, being allocated forms,
at one point someone near me must have talked out of turn. Barney’s gimlet eye
fixed - on me (or so I believed) - as he bellowed “ARE YOU DEAF?”. My first long
trousers almost did not survive the day.
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Worst memories?
Being bussed to Bishop Gore for swimming, 15 futile
minutes in the pool and arriving late and damp for Stanley Mugford’s French class –
which put him in an even worse mood than usual. Closely followed by - the Ganges
in winter. My hand-me-down rugby shirt earned me my first and last experience of
that game. I recall a scrum, falling face down in the mud, and being trampled in.
After mother saw the stud-marks on my back, and I explained the difference, I got a
soccer jersey.
Greatest academic disappointment? Having to wait until 16 before I could drop
maths. I actively detest numbers, which someone should have noticed and said –
‘forget science’. But they didn’t. And I certainly wasn’t helped by our being guinea
pigs in year 1 for the abomination that was ‘New Maths’ – set theory, binary, and all
that. It made even less sense than algebra and arithmetic and it set me back.
Greatest moment?

Biting the leg of the future Archbishop of Canterbury.

Best decision? Befriending Ian Batcock. I am not being invidious – I cherish all my
school chums. I mention him here because he led me into The Play. Ian had worked
backstage in Arms and the Man and had appeared in Frisch’s The Fire Raisers, and
played Samuel Breeze, valet to my Hallam Matthews, in A Penny for a Song
(Whiting). Learning not to be shy on stage and to deliver lines was the most useful
thing I learned anywhere. Also, when the play was on, we could mitch off in the
morning, and our form master – who just happened to be David Taylor – pretended
not to notice.
What about geology?
With a geological headmaster Dynevor offered it in the
sixth, doing O and A level in two years. John Rees was a fantastic teacher, and a
Swansea graduate. That, and the fact that I was already going to extra-mural
geology classes with my father, made it almost inevitable that I too should go there.
Not Oxford? They’d made me School Captain – the last time anyone was foolish
enough to give me any power. They expected me to apply, and were a bit appalled
when I showed no interest. But Swansea was among the best ‘soft rock’
departments in the country back then, before the vandals closed it, and I could
never regret going there, even if living at home did rather put a crimp in my social
life. I have often regretted not choosing Russian with the inspirational Bob Howells,
English and French, which was a strong possibility right up to the last minute. I think
I was bending to paternal wishes, plus the fact that Dr David Morgan (Biology) was a
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wonderfully inspiring teacher and highly persuasive. It’s never easy knowing how to
jump when you’re on the cusp, and I have been on the cusp most of my life.
Career? After PhD I worked in the oil industry, but I’ve earned all my crust in
journalism and allied trades. Science ceased to be ‘my subject’ and became ‘my
material’. Material is actually the most precious thing for any writer, though I could
perhaps have wished for something less niche. I might have sold more copies. But I
couldn’t have wished for a better school.
Ted is Editor of Geoscientist magazine.

Old Dy’vorian made Lord Mayor of Cardiff!
David Walker (1954-1961)

The ODA
was pleased to send a message of
congratulations to David in this his year of office as
Lord Mayor of Cardiff. He responded immediately :“Thank you for writing to me. Like most old Dy’vorians
I look back on my school days with some affection,
nostalgia and of course, gratitude. I appreciate my
good fortune in being amongst the few who made the
grammar school entry list.
From Dynevor I
went on to Cardiff University,
graduating in Honours French in 1965. I suppose I was
among the last few pupil years to attend the school before it lost its grammar status
(and ethos). As Lord Mayor, I am the Honorary president of Cardiff Metropolitan
University as well as its Pro Chancellor so am able to remain tuned into the field of
higher education.
I was elected a councillor for my community of Lisvane, North Cardiff in 1999 and
was Leader of the city’s Conservative political group until my present non -political
one year appointment. The year has been full of experiences my wife Jan (ex
Glanmor 1955-62) and I would never have encountered, including the honour of
meeting the Queen and Princes Charles and William. Yesterday (21st April) I led the
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lighting of the Cardiff beacon to celebrate her Majesty’s birthday.
My charity this year is Velindre Cancer Centre and, in conjunction with the South
Wales Echo, last June I launched a Cardiff ‘United Against Cancer Appeal ‘which has
raised £165k to date. It has been shortlisted amongst the national newspaper
campaigns of the year by editors.”
It is clearly proving to be a busy and exciting time for David and Jan Walker who also
celebrated their Golden Wedding anniversary this year!!

In Memoriam:
CLIVE JOHN (1937-2015) by Roger Williams
The celebrated local conductor, Clive John, who directed opera companies and choirs in
South Wales in a career spanning 55 years, was a former pupil and teacher in Dynevor
School. Alongside his musical and academic successes in Dynevor, he also played fullback in the First XV. He then took a B Mus in Cardiff University, and set off on a dual
career as conductor and music teacher. He returned to Dynevor in 1963 as head of
music, and greatly extended the range of school music-making, including Britten’s
opera “The Little Sweep”. He later moved to Olchfa School, Gorseinon College, and
West Glamorgan Youth Theatre. As director of Clydach and Cadoxton Opera Societies
Clive developed a huge musical presence in South Wales opera. He co-founded the
Neath Opera Group in 1961, and for 39 years conducted grand opera in the castle of
Craig y Nos, which became “the Welsh Glyndebourne”. He directed Swansea
Philharmonic Choir for 30 years and in 1995, the choir combined with the Mannheim
Bach Choir to perform Britten’s War Requiem in Mannheim and Swansea, on the 50th
anniversary of the end of WWII.
His final celebrity concert in
December 2014 featured Rebecca Evans and Paul Carey Jones and the Chamber
Orchestra of Wales in a programme of, Strauss, Bernstein and other favourites. Clive
died peacefully in Ty Olwen on 5th December 2015. [The full obituary can be found on
the ODA website, School History/In Memoriam.]

PETER JAMES (1940-2016)

by John Hukku
Peter left Dynevor in July 1960 for Cardiff University, graduating BMus in July 1963,
moving on to research and a doctorate. He married in 1967, taught briefly in a
Birmingham Comprehensive School, before joining the staff at Birmingham School
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of Music where in time he became Vice Principal. Further, in 1983, he was
appointed Vice Principal of the Royal School of Music. Peter was hugely respected

by musicians everywhere for his exemplary standards, teaching skills and
comprehensive knowledge of his subject. He died in February 2016 having been
a source of immense inspiration not only to his two musical children, but to all
were lucky enough to have known Peter and benefitted from his outstanding
musical skills over many decades. [The full obituary can be found on the website,
School History/InMemoriam.]

GARVIN PHILLIPS (1947-2016)
Garvin was a pupil at the school from 1958 until 1963 and joined with the reunion of
the year of ’58 in 2011 happily reacquainted with many former school
pals……..”Garvin passed away peacefully on April 16th after a lifetime of suffering
always borne with a smile”. Widowed, a memorial service was held at Caersalem
Newydd Chapel before interment at Morriston.

TEIFION DAVIES (1949-2016)
Teifion Davies (1960-65) died prematurely in April this year. A former President of
Waunarlwydd RFC, and Managing Director of Business Systems Services Ltd.,
Teifion was asked to assist in the creation of a new website for the Association. He
willingly offered the services of his company to provide the expertise to develop the
website system which is now employed by the ODA. Our appreciation and sympathy
go to his family among whom we recognise the contribution to the ODA of Rhian
who provided much of the technical input to the new website.

Foreigners' Row

by Ian Mattey (1958-65)

When Tudor dropped me an email about writing something from my foreign
outpost in Germany for the ODA magazine, I was of course happy to answer that I'd
try it. After all, foreign Old Dy'vorians could be an interesting project . I'd certainly
like to know how Old Dy'vorians have experienced living long-term in foreign parts.
There is another reason for sending in some copy for the magazine, that is, a (fairly)
chance meeting with Jeff Woods (1958-65) last October, 2015, in ‘The Queens’ in
Swansea (a splendid watering hole, if ever there was one). Apart from the rugby, we
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talked about Bill Bryson's books. And we both admire ‘OneSummer in America,
1927’ and ‘The Road to Little Dribbling’. (Jeff recommended it).
In the last named book – perhaps I should add it's about the UK in 2015 – Bryson
describes how a friend, Daniel, a retired Brit, lists some demands, e.g., leaving the
EU, or getting back to home milk delivery, or ending immigration. Bill tells him: “I'm
an immigrant". Daniel's answer is: "You can stay, but you must understand you are
permanently on probation”. Bryson assures him he had never considered himself to
be anything else.
So, that's me, in this European country – I know how Bill feels! I wonder how it is for
Brits living in the USA, for example. I suspect it's not as strenuous as living in
Germany – I mean the assimilation.
Does that have something to do with
the Anglo-Saxon love of foreigners?
Whatever! Indulging in comments on
German politics is fairly new for me at
home. I've come to dislike the chaotic
and downright dishonest politics of
some. I don't like the ‘Northerners’
much, north of say Cologne, but that's
typical of people in Bavaria and in my
chosen city Augsburg. However, it's
not that the people here are noted
for their friendliness. There is the
story of the visitor who asks someone
on the street, in German, of course, if
he knows the way to the Fuggerei (it's
world famous). The Augsburg denizen
replies, “Yes“, and walks on without
another word. In Swansea on the
other hand there is the lovely word “alright“, with which locals are likely to greet
others and recognise a certain fleeting contact with another human being. It's
something that Swansea could patent world-wide, like Scotch whisky or Italian
pizza. This Bavarian dislike of the North, by the way, is certainly comparable with
the stresses and strains between Wales and England, or between Yorkshire and
Greater London – you know, between your North and South! My brother asked me
on my recent visit to Swansea why it is that Germans could be so incompetent when
it comes to building a new airport near Berlin; normally they consider themselves to
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be so thorough. Well, they are thorough – when it comes to incompetence, they can
also be thoroughly incompetent. Sorry, you guys!
To finish I'd like to mention that I have a part-time occupation as tourist guide in the
city here – only in English. We have a cathedral with world-famous stained glass
windows, and a couple of years ago I had the pleasure of using the library in
Swansea's Metropolitan University – the new name is too long for me. While
reading through some interesting material on stained glass windows (the
University's Dept. of Stained Glass is unique in the UK, I believe), I realised that
above me was the classroom where we cowered in 1962 during technical drawing
as a tannoy started up in De-la- Beche Street outside – it was the Cuban crisis, and
that was pretty frightening, I can tell you. But sitting there in this century, I thought
“fabulous, that the old school has now got this new function".
[Ian whose wife hails from Zurich has lived in Augsberg, Bavaria since 1977.]

Buffalo Bill comes to town!

Left to right: Dr. Ian Walsh, Dean of Art & Design, UWTSD, Ted Nield, John Ashley
and Professor Mike Phillips, Pro Vice-Chancellor for Research, Innovation, Enterprise
and Commercialisation at UWTSD. 19th May 2016 [courtesy UWTSD]
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John Ashley, Chairman of the
Swansea Branch of the Historical
Association delivered the 9th joint
ODA/UWTSD lecture on 19th May at
the Dynevor Campus. His fascinating
and superbly illustrated talk, which
was very well received, featured in
particular the ‘Buffalo Bill Show‘
which came to Swansea in July 1903,
but also the history and impact of
the travelling show across a much
wider field. The scale of this multi faceted extravaganza was shown to be quite
staggering, of mighty proportions and executed on a daily often twice daily basis
from location to location across Europe with military precision. Orchestrated by the
larger than life Colonel William Cody the show would have lasting influence upon
many aspects of Western culture and language.
NEXT EDITION: from celebrated artist and Old Dy’vorian Adrian Davies
………Adrian has kindly agreed to share some of his work with the
Association including wonderful caricatures of well remembered masters
from his time at the school……………..TOD 30…………………………….
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Diary Date: 20th OCTOBER 2016 ..at Dynevor Campus
5pm: Student prize giving -- 6pm: Wine & refreshments--

7pm: Annual Lecture ’The Wood for the Trees’ Guest speaker

Dr.Richard Fortey FRS palaeontologist, natural historian, writer
and television presenter who served as President of the Geological
Society of London in its bicentenary year 2007.
Copy for the next edition to the editor please by 1st November 2017, ideally
as WORD and jpeg to:- tudorprice3@btinternet.com 07788136904
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